Students with a Degree officially recognized by the Spanish Government

1. **DNI** (Spaniards), **NIE** (Spanish residents) or **Passport** (foreign citizens)

2. **Official certificate of recognition** of the foreign degree issued by the Ministry of Education and Vocational Training. Please check [instructions](#) to fill the application.

3. **Your home institution Degree’s Diploma**

4. **Official transcript of records** (grades/marks), stating the average mark of the subjects passed up at the time of application, calculated on a 10-point scale and, if applicable, officially translated (see the section “Requirements for foreign graduates”)

5. **Document for grades equivalence**: indicating an average mark calculated on a 10 point scale, according to the [procedure](#) established by the Spanish Ministry of Education and Vocational Training. Those who do not provide this document will be given an admission average mark of 5 points over 10.

6. **Specific documentation** required, for any master requested, if necessary. It is recommended to consult in the [Master’s Card](#) the computable merits shown in “Admission Criteria” and the supporting documentation that you would need to provide with.